CREATIVE DESTRUCTIVE LEGAL CONFLICT: LAWYERS AS DISRUPTION FRAMERS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Jack Wroldsen*

Entrepreneurship, in theory as in practice, suggests creative innovation that disrupts markets and threatens to destroy existing businesses. And when innovative entrepreneurs upend the status quo, the result is often legal conflict. This article proposes to unite the legal conflict that entrepreneurs experience into one cohesive body. This unified approach tracks economic theory on entrepreneurship—namely, creative destruction and disruptive innovation—instead of following law’s traditional doctrinal boundaries where entrepreneurial legal conflict is haphazardly dispersed in myriad legal specialties.

Furthermore, this article proposes that the lawyer’s role in entrepreneurship is that of disruption framer, not transaction cost engineer. When entrepreneurs encounter legal conflict, transactional attorneys who typically advise entrepreneurs are often ill-prepared, irrelevant, or both. Beyond transaction cost engineering and avoidance of legal conflict, disruption framers develop legal strategy in areas such as social media, public relations, advertising, and political and industry lobbying, to guide entrepreneurs towards and through legal conflict.
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INTRODUCTION

Paris, France: riots in the streets, shattered windows, smashed mirrors, burning vehicles, bleeding hands, eggs and stones, and attackers trying to get in.¹ The scene may be reminiscent of the French Revolution of 1789. But it is from the 21st Century, and it represents the core of law and entrepreneurship. In fact, the scene shows the law of entrepreneurship.

The fighting in the streets of Paris derives from a clash over economic opportunities between old-guard business interests (traditional taxi drivers) and upstart entrepreneurs armed with innovative technology (Uber’s Internet application (app) that matches riders and drivers via smartphones).²

---


And though the conflict has boiled over into physical confrontations, its essence is a legal battle—one that has flared up not only in Paris, but in Brussels, India, Chicago, Seattle, and Denver, among numerous other places.\footnote{Tom Fairless, Tensions Erupt as Uber Drivers Attacked by Taxi Drivers in Brussels, WALL STREET JOURNAL (Mar. 24, 2015), http://www.wsj.com/articles/tensions-erupt-as-uber-drivers-attacked-by-taxi-drivers-in-brussels-1427140080 [https://perma.cc/X8MT-7P76]. A website dedicated to opposing Uber lists numerous protests around the world. News, STOP Uber, http://www.stopuber.com/ [https://perma.cc/KYZ9-YYR7] (last visited May 22, 2015).} It is the classic story of law and entrepreneurship in which entrepreneurs threaten to upend a stagnant market through “disruptive innovation”\footnote{See infra Part II.B. See infra Part II.B. See infra Part II.B. See infra Part II.B.} and in the process often run afoul of the law. It is the inexorable reality of “[c]reative [d]estruction,”\footnote{Schumpeterian renaissance \cite*{Schumpeter1942} (observing that “[t]he past three decades in particular have witnessed a ‘Schumpeterian renaissance’”); Thomas K. McCraw, Prophet of Innovation: Joseph Schumpeter and Creative Destruction 303-04 (Harvard Univ. Press 2007) (observing that “Schumpeter’s pioneering work on innovation and entrepreneurship acquired a compelling new interest” in the late twentieth century and describing the renewed attention on Schumpeter’s work in numerous disciplines).} where entrepreneurs create new industries while simultaneously destroying the status quo.

But despite entrepreneurs’ tendency to challenge legal precedent through groundbreaking innovations, the law and entrepreneurship field\footnote{See infra Part II.B. See infra Part II.B. See infra Part II.B. See infra Part II.B.}
has been rooted in and continues to emphasize a transactional perspective. Ronald Gilson’s seminal analysis of business lawyers as “transaction cost engineers” remains the primary theoretical model for the law and entrepreneurship field, even though Gilson’s model was not originally developed specifically for entrepreneurship. Under the transaction cost engineer model—including subsequent expansions on Gilson’s pioneering work—attorneys add value to business transactions by reducing the transaction costs inherent to business deals.

To the extent entrepreneurship is simply about business transactions, transaction-based theories apply appropriately enough. Start-up entrepreneurs do benefit from transactional legal advice. And transactional attorneys are often the first lawyers to represent entrepreneurs because in the start-up phase of a new venture entrepreneurs need transactional legal counsel. So it makes intuitive sense that the standard law and entrepreneurship framework would adopt a transaction-based approach.

But the law and entrepreneurship field should not be subsumed under transactional law. Instead, the legal theory that attaches to entrepreneurship should track a more robust understanding of what entrepreneurship actually entails. Outside of law, theories of entrepreneurship do not center around business transactions. The leading descriptions of entrepreneurship, both in theory and in practice, involve disruptive innovation and creative destruction, where entrepreneurs introduce new products or new business models that threaten existing market leaders.

From the perspective of creative destruction, entrepreneurship is revolution. And this entrepreneurial revolution is often played out in a courtroom, not in the business transactions that typically garner the most attention in law and entrepreneurship studies. Each of the examples in Part III highlights a disruptive innovation that has been the subject of litigation or has allegedly or actually been illegal (e.g., among other examples, Uber’s court battles with the taxi industry, Tesla’s conflicts with
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16. See infra Part III.
traditional car dealerships, and Napster’s intellectual property disputes with the music industry). Consequently, the examples illustrate the central role of law and lawyers—outside of the world of business transactions—in determining how society deals with the legal conflict that creative destructive entrepreneurship causes.

Beyond transaction cost engineering, then, this article proposes that the lawyer’s role in representing entrepreneurs is more appropriately deemed that of “disruption framer.” 17 When the creations of innovative entrepreneurs threaten to destroy the legal status quo, lawyers take center stage. But the lawyer’s role in representing entrepreneurs through the existential battles of creative destruction has little to do with transaction cost engineering. The skills involved in crafting a long-term legal strategy for disruptive business models are not those of transactional advice or advocacy. Just as entrepreneurs create a business plan to chart a disruptive course into new markets, disruption framers develop legal strategies for a disruptive company to reimagine and reform existing legal frameworks to accommodate innovative business ideas. It is a mistake, therefore, to equate law and entrepreneurship too closely with transactional law. The law and entrepreneurship lens must expand beyond business transactions to provide a more comprehensive account of the role of lawyers when entrepreneurs’ disruptive businesses break laws, as the examples in Part III show.

This article seeks to unite creative destructive legal conflict into a cohesive body. Traditionally, examples of legal conflict in entrepreneurship have been categorized and widely dispersed under myriad legal disciplines (such as innovation law, antitrust/competition law, consumer protection law, intellectual property law, securities law, and employment law, along with numerous other legal fields). This lawyer-centric approach obscures the commonalities that diverse examples of entrepreneurial legal conflict share. Furthermore, defining the topic along the lines of traditional legal disciplines forces a legal rubric over a business phenomenon.

But what if jurisprudential analysis were organized around an economic theory, not around a legal discipline? This article proposes placing creative destructive legal conflict at the center and organizing law and entrepreneurship jurisprudence around economic theory, regardless of the boundaries of traditional legal disciplines. The business reality of disruptive innovation should serve as the unifying principle of the legal conflict that creative destructive entrepreneurs encounter. The result will be the emergence of a comprehensive and unified body of legal conflict

17. See infra Part III and Part IV.B.
comprising the law of entrepreneurship.

For example, when creative destruction leads to legal conflict in different areas of substantive law (such as employment law, intellectual property law, and securities law), this article suggests that all three conflicts be categorized as the law of entrepreneurship, despite the differences in substantive laws. The diverse examples in Part III take an initial step towards uniting the law of entrepreneurship across multiple disciplinary areas, such as Tesla’s anti-trust litigation, Uber’s employment law conflicts, Napster’s intellectual property law battles, and crowdfunding entrepreneurs’ violations of securities laws. A unified approach to the law of entrepreneurship will facilitate meta-analysis and empirical study of creative destructive legal conflict that would otherwise remain isolated within independent legal disciplines, as further explained in Part IV.

Of course, lawyers and judges will continue to analyze cases within independent and specialized areas of law. But from an economist’s or entrepreneur’s perspective, disruptive innovation and creative destruction are the unifying themes for the law of entrepreneurship, regardless of legal discipline. To an entrepreneur, it does not matter whether a disruptive innovation encounters legal conflict from intellectual property law, employment law, or securities law—the common thread is simply that disruptive innovation creates legal conflict. This article therefore encourages further study of diverse legal conflicts organized around the unifying principles of disruptive innovation and creative destruction.

The result of developing a unified body of creative destructive legal conflict is also practical, not solely conceptual. A comprehensive understanding of creative destructive legal conflict will arm disruption framers with the strategic tools necessary to navigate entrepreneurial legal conflict, regardless of the substantive legal discipline in which the conflict arises. In creative destruction, legal conflict is an ever-present reality. And disruption framers are the ones to guide entrepreneurs through this adversarial reality, as Parts III and IV describe. Disruption framers use diverse strategies, often involving areas such as social media, public relations, advertising, and political and industry lobbying, to guide entrepreneurs towards and through legal conflict. Disruption framers might welcome or initiate legal conflict, but at a minimum they anticipate and strategize for it because legal conflict often awaits their clients’ creative destructive business models.

After this introduction, Part I describes the influence of transactional law on the law and entrepreneurship field and summarizes the numerous and diverse intersections of law, policy, and entrepreneurship. Part I also reviews scholarship on law and strategy because the proposals in Parts III and IV extend the legal strategy literature to the role of disruption framers.
Part II draws on economics literature to move beyond the transactional conception of law and entrepreneurship. Classical economics was instrumental in inspiring the transaction cost engineer model that pervades the law and entrepreneurship field. Paradoxically, though, classical economics tends to marginalize the importance of the entrepreneur. Therefore, Part II argues that the law and entrepreneurship field should embrace an alternative approach to economics, one that places entrepreneurship and its creative destructive innovations at the forefront.

Part III advances a thesis both conceptual and practical. From a conceptual perspective, Part III argues that law and entrepreneurship scholars must cultivate a systematic and unified body of creative destructive legal conflict, without regard to legal disciplinary areas—the law of entrepreneurship. From a practical perspective, Part III envisions lawyers as disruption framers who leverage the law of entrepreneurship to develop a strategic playbook for guiding entrepreneurs through legal conflict. Part IV then offers forward-looking recommendations for further research in light of the article’s dual emphasis on creative destructive legal conflict and lawyers as disruption framers.

I. THE LAW AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP FIELD

In the interest of simplicity, the emerging law and entrepreneurship cannon can be organized into three rough categories, along with a fourth category that this article uses to explain the role of disruption framers. The first category arises out of law school clinical programs in transactional law (including cross-disciplinary cooperation with business schools) as


19. See infra Part I.A. For listings of course offerings in law and business schools, see Luppino, Can Do, supra note 18, at 22-23, Appendices 5-6 (cataloguing course offerings). See also J. Mark Phillips, Entrepreneurial Esquires in the New Economy: Why All Attorneys
well as the many entrepreneurship incubators and accelerators where practicing transactional attorneys assist budding entrepreneurs. The second category contains the doctrinal backbone for the transactional focus that dominates the law and entrepreneurship discussion. A third category unites broader conceptual approaches to how law impacts entrepreneurship and is concerned generally with establishing optimal legal structures to encourage entrepreneurship. A fourth category includes research on law, business strategy, and competitive advantage, which provides a theoretical grounding for the role of disruption framers in creative destructive legal conflict, as explained in Parts III and IV.

A. Clinical Programs and Incubators

In assessing the state of the law and entrepreneurship field, one study finds that “[t]he vast majority—though certainly not all—of the law faculty who appear to be on the cutting edge of law and entrepreneurship are affiliated with clinical programs.” Similarly, one of the non-clinical scholars of law and entrepreneurship asserts that “law and entrepreneurship’ thrives not in doctrine, or even in current interdisciplinary law and social science, but on the ground in clinical programs.” Achieving a clinical foundation of “what is now a ‘law and entrepreneurship’ movement” is a milestone in its own right, in view of


22. See infra Part I.C. For a compilation of scholarly perspectives on law and entrepreneurship, see CREATIVITY, LAW AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP (Shubha Ghosh & Robin Paul Malloy eds., 2011).

23. Luppino, Can Do, supra note 18, at 13,


Teaching transactional law skills in an entrepreneurship law clinic is a natural fit. Aspiring entrepreneurs want low-cost transactional legal assistance just as law students want to develop transactional law skills through interactions with real clients. For example, typical transactional matters include activities like forming business entities, drafting governing documents, creating contract templates, and registering trademarks. But the law and entrepreneurship field, as expressed through and rooted in transactional legal clinics, will necessarily have a built-in predisposition towards business transactions and away from litigation because transactional law clinics typically are designed to avoid providing litigation services, in keeping with the principle that “transactional work involves . . . assessing risks and actively avoiding the courtroom.”

Similarly, interdisciplinary collaborations between law and business schools focus on transactional legal services, whether in a classroom setting, in a clinical environment serving local small businesses, or through university-sponsored start-up business plan competitions. Law firms, too, embrace the transactional conception of law and entrepreneurship as a
means of establishing relationships with promising entrepreneurs in hopes of generating future corporate clients.\(^{32}\) Firms routinely sponsor entrepreneurship incubators and even provide discounted office space, among other incentives, to help start-up entrepreneurs succeed.\(^ {33}\)

Law and entrepreneurship has gained traction, then, through transactional law clinics, business school collaborations and start-up business plan contests, and law firms’ involvement with entrepreneurship incubators. All share a transactional approach to helping start-up entrepreneurs. And as a starting place for the law and entrepreneurship field, transactional legal services are a valuable and appropriate first step.

### B. Transaction Cost Engineers

But when law and entrepreneurship is narrowed to include solely or primarily transactional law issues, then one scholar’s conclusion that “the law of entrepreneurship barely matters” is not too far-fetched.\(^ {34}\) That is, although “theorists have attempted to . . . advance a theory of the law of entrepreneurship, in most cases entrepreneurship is about something other than jurisprudence.”\(^ {35}\) This is a natural conclusion when the field of law and entrepreneurship is conceived of through the lens of transactional law. A transactional focus—by definition and design—necessarily moves away from jurisprudential analysis of how law intersects entrepreneurship in litigation. Instead, attention centers on the paradigm of transaction cost engineering as the doctrinal backbone of the law and entrepreneurship field.\(^ {36}\)

The transaction cost engineer theory is undoubtedly helpful as an explanation of why transactional lawyers exist and what value they add to business deals.\(^ {37}\) The theory is premised on the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and, especially, on the failure of certain assumptions on which the model depends.\(^ {38}\) Most notably, CAPM assumes a world of no transaction costs (among other assumptions) in order to derive a hypothetical perfect market where “capital assets will be priced correctly as a result of market

---

32. Davis, supra note 21, at 56-57.
33. E.g., id. at 57-58 (describing examples of such initiatives by law firms in Chicago, San Francisco, and Austin).
34. Lipshaw, supra note 24, at 701.
35. Id. at 709-10.
36. Jones & Lainez, supra note 26, at 103-04 (recognizing “the doctrinal contribution” of “Gilson’s seminal work” as a foundation for transactional law clinics).
38. Gilson, supra note 8, at 250-53.
forces.”\textsuperscript{39} But because transaction costs are in fact “pervasive,”\textsuperscript{40} Gilson posits that “[l]awyers function as transaction cost engineers, devising efficient mechanisms which bridge the gap between capital asset pricing theory’s hypothetical world of perfect markets and the less-than-perfect reality of effecting transactions in this world.”\textsuperscript{41} As a result, Gilson asserts that “the pervasive use of business lawyers . . . raises an inference that it is a cost-saving, in my terms value-creating, phenomenon.”\textsuperscript{42}

Gilson is keen to observe that value creation is not a form of distributive bargaining, where one party simply obtains a larger slice of the pie at the other party’s expense.\textsuperscript{43} Instead, Gilson’s thesis is that skilled transaction cost engineers actually increase the size of the pie itself.\textsuperscript{44} For example, just as a business improves its profit margins by reducing production costs (e.g., a more efficient factory leads to higher profits), so also a service that reduces transaction costs results in a positive return.\textsuperscript{45} Transaction cost engineers create value by reducing transaction costs through skilled structuring of business deals.\textsuperscript{46} In sum, the raison d’être of transactional lawyers who facilitate business deals is “cost-saving,” or more proactively, “value-creating.”\textsuperscript{47}

Under a transaction-based theory, then, “[t]he best thing lawyers can do is to reduce transaction costs—in essence, get the law out of the way of the entrepreneurial engine.”\textsuperscript{48} To the extent such a transactional perspective encapsulates the law and entrepreneurship field, it is easy to see why the law of entrepreneurship may not matter much. Even Gilson recognizes that transaction cost engineers need not be lawyers, for other professionals, such as accountants and investment bankers, can also reduce transaction costs in business deals, and in some cases more efficiently than lawyers.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{39} \textit{Id.} at 251.
\bibitem{40} \textit{Id.} at 253.
\bibitem{41} \textit{Id.} at 255.
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\bibitem{43} \textit{Id.} at 244-45.
\bibitem{44} \textit{Id.} at 246.
\bibitem{45} \textit{Id.} at 254.
\bibitem{46} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{47} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{48} Lipshaw, \textit{supra} note 24, at 710 n.31 (“The thrust of this work is essentially Coaseian”).
\bibitem{49} Gilson, \textit{supra} note 8, at 294-303. For instance, Gilson notes that lawyers’ “historical domination of that role [of transaction cost engineer] rests neither on its inherently legal character nor . . . on skills acquired through traditional legal training . . . .” \textit{Id.} at 301. Gilson therefore envisions two possible futures for transactional lawyers: “In one, the legal profession continues to play a central role in designing the structure of business transactions. In the other, however, the profession’s transactional role is reduced
Later transactional law theorists after Gilson have largely (but not universally) adhered to the Coasean doctrinal construct that highlights the impact of transaction costs on organizational or business decisions.\(^{50}\) For instance, Schwarcz focuses on the role of business lawyers in reducing regulatory costs for corporate clients.\(^{51}\) Similarly, Fleischer suggests a “friendly amendment” to Gilson’s model to emphasize how business lawyers engineer regulatory costs to their clients’ advantage in the role of “regulatory arbitrageurs.”\(^{52}\) Looking specifically at venture capital communities, Okamoto stresses the value lawyers bring to entrepreneurs and investors alike by making introductions and signaling quality as “reputational intermediaries.”\(^{53}\) Bernstein applies Gilson’s paradigm to several value-enhancing roles that transactional attorneys play in Silicon Valley,\(^{54}\) and Suchman and Cahill highlight Silicon Valley attorneys as “facilitators” in venture capital financing transactions.\(^{55}\) More broadly, Dent argues that Gilson’s approach is too narrow and seeks to encompass a wider range of activities that business lawyers perform outside the context of sophisticated mergers and acquisitions as “enterprise architects.”\(^{56}\) But

---

50. Jeffrey M. Lipshaw, Beetles, Frogs, and Lawyers: The Scientific Demarcation Problem in the Gilson Theory of Value Creation, 46 Willamette L. Rev. 139, 143-45 (2009) (questioning the “privileged status as scientific truth” that Gilson’s economic explanation of the value of transactional attorneys often enjoys and offering an explanation centered on the “meaning” or “cultural or hermeneutic significance” of the role of transactional lawyers in consummating business deals).

51. Gilson, supra note 8, at 253 (situating the CAPM theory within the “Coasean world”). The allusion, of course, refers to Ronald Coase’s earlier landmark work on the impact of transaction costs on the organization of firms. R. H. Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 4 Economica 386, 386-405 (1937).


the economic theory underlying each transactional analysis remains the same; thus, in accordance with the CAPM formulation, each analysis furthers the understanding of how transactional lawyers add value to business deals by reducing costs.

Though a Coasean doctrinal construct is helpful to explain lawyers’ multifaceted roles in representing entrepreneurs in corporate transactions and business relationships, law and entrepreneurship as a field is broader than transactional activities, as the examples in Part III demonstrate. Furthermore, as Part II shows, the classical economic theory underlying the transactional approach minimizes the importance of entrepreneurial activity itself, making it a poor fit for modeling the law and entrepreneurship field. Therefore, law and entrepreneurship must not be subsumed under an exclusively transactional rubric and instead must embrace a theoretical approach where entrepreneurship is central. Analytical tools unique to the study of entrepreneurship—namely, creative destruction and disruptive innovation—should guide law and entrepreneurship research. The law of entrepreneurship matters plenty when viewed from the perspective of creative destruction, as the examples in Part III show.

C. Laws to Encourage Entrepreneurship

Other work that has influenced the law and entrepreneurship field has gone in a different direction than transaction-based theories. Though not expressly unified as law and entrepreneurship research, numerous scholars have investigated how discrete areas of law and policy impact entrepreneurship. More precisely, this category of research is broadly concerned with how law can (or cannot), or should (or should not), encourage (or discourage) entrepreneurship.

As a baseline, scholars note the importance of property rights and the stability of the legal system as precursors for vibrant entrepreneurial


60. E.g., D. Gordon Smith & Masako Ueda, Law and Entrepreneurship: Do Courts Matter?, 1 ENTREPRENEURIAL BUS. L.J. 353, 357 (2007) (“law and entrepreneurship studies should focus on the study of the optimal legal structures that facilitate the commercialization of entrepreneurial opportunities, as well as the regulation of entrepreneurial firms”); Simon C. Parker, Law and the Economics of Entrepreneurship, 28 COMP. LAB. L. & POL’Y J. 695, 695-715 (2007) (reviewing literature on how “law interacts with economic aspects of entrepreneurship”); Ibrahim & Smith, supra note 7, at 82 n.65 (cataloging numerous examples that “help us understand connections between law and entrepreneurship”).
communities. More aggressively, law and policy can also be viewed as a proactive tool for enhancing entrepreneurship. The countless efforts to clone Silicon Valley’s entrepreneurial success have inspired broad law and policy studies on how government, university, military, and private initiatives can foster entrepreneurship. From a comparative law perspective, law and entrepreneurship scholars have proposed the “adaptability hypothesis” as an empirically testable explanation of how “courts may facilitate the evolution of legal rules to address novel issues raised by entrepreneurial firms” — the hypothesis being that common law judges can “encourage entrepreneurship” because they “have more room to maneuver than judges in civil law systems.”

Other scholarly work related to law and entrepreneurship seeks to develop “innovation law” or “innovation policy.” Innovation law and
innovation policy promote business innovation, or technological advancement, as the primary goal for legal doctrine to serve.\textsuperscript{66} For innovation law scholars, the relevant legal doctrine usually consists of a fusion of antitrust and intellectual property law.\textsuperscript{67}

In addition, as separate disciplines, antitrust\textsuperscript{68} and intellectual property\textsuperscript{69} each offer a wealth of analyses on the intersection of law and innovation, especially in high technology industries. For example, current antitrust law scholars increasingly emphasize the harm to innovation that can result from excluding potential competitors from a market; whereas, antitrust law scholars have historically focused more on the classical economic concerns of lower prices and higher quantities achieved through competitive markets in the absence of collusion, cartels, and monopolies.\textsuperscript{70}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} Sofia Ranchordás, \textit{Does Sharing Mean Caring? Regulating Innovation in the Sharing Economy}, 16 \textit{MINN. J.L. SCI. & TECH.} 413, 443, 452-54 (2015) (noting that legal scholars have “narrowed the study of innovation to IP, and in certain cases to competition law,” and advocating “a comprehensive regulatory approach” to innovation law); Hovenkamp, supra note 66, at 800, 812 (arguing for harmonized rules on intellectual property ownership and antitrust enforcement); Philip J. Weiser, \textit{The Internet, Innovation, and Intellectual Property Policy}, 103 \textit{COLUM. L. REV.} 534, 583-600 (2003) (describing a “competitive platforms model” for Internet and information technologies where competition law principles would merge with intellectual property laws); Mark A. Lemley, \textit{Industry-Specific Antitrust Policy for Innovation}, 2011 \textit{COLUM. BUS. L. REV.} 637, 641-52 (2011) (espousing an industry-specific approach where strong patent rights would apply when innovation requires substantial investment that cannot be achieved through competition (e.g., pharmaceuticals)) but antitrust law would apply when open access and competition lead to greater innovation (e.g., internet technologies)).
\item \textsuperscript{69} Safeguarding entrepreneurs’ property rights in creative ideas is considered vital to encouraging entrepreneurship. See, e.g., Sean M. O’Connor, \textit{The Central Role of Law as a Meta Method in Creativity and Entrepreneurship}, in \textit{CREATIVITY, LAW AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP} 87, 98-106 (Shubha Ghosh & Robin Paul Malloy, eds., 2011) (discussing historical influences in the development of intellectual property laws and entrepreneurship). \textit{See also infra notes} 78-80.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Jonathan B. Baker, \textit{Exclusion as a Core Competition Concern}, 78 \textit{ANTITRUST L.J.} 527, 527, 559 (2013) (highlighting “the particular threat exclusion poses to economic growth” while lamenting that “[e]xclusionary conduct is commonly relegated to the periphery in contemporary antitrust discourse, while price fixing, market division, and other
With respect to intellectual property, prominent current scholarly debates investigate the role of patent law and copyright protection in innovation, and the role of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in creative pursuits.

Moreover, numerous studies examine relationships between entrepreneurship and laws in the areas of securities, early-stage investing, employment, and bankruptcy. Securities law receives extensive attention because of the importance of access to capital for start-up entrepreneurs. Venture capital contracting is a prominent area of study to understand how investors and entrepreneurs privately allocate incentives for successful innovation and risks for failed enterprises. Employment law heavily impacts entrepreneurship, specifically in relation to flexible hiring practices, employee mobility, and non-competition agreements. And

forms of collusion are placed at the core of competition policy’’); C. Scott Hemphill & Tim Wu, Parallel Exclusion, 122 YALE L.J. 1182, 1187, 1235-1251 (2013) (proposing “parallel exclusion” (i.e., coordinated efforts of multiple firms to exclude competitors) as monopolistic conduct due to the resulting detrimental effects on innovation); Tim Wu, Taking Innovation Seriously: Antitrust Enforcement if Innovation Mattered Most, 78 ANTITRUST L.J. 313, 314-17 (2012) (noting that “from the perspective of innovation promotion, exclusion [of competitors] is . . . worse than consumers paying high prices”). See also Stephen G. Breyer, Antitrust, Deregulation, and the Newly Liberated Marketplace, 75 CALIF. L. REV. 1005, 1007 (1987) (describing the classical approach to antitrust and the market-based position that “antitrust is not another form of regulation” but instead is designed to “sustain market competition”).

74. Ibrahim, supra note 63, at 753-61.
75. Smith & Ueda, supra note 60, at 359-64 (reviewing literature on entrepreneurship, investor protection laws, and venture capital contracting); D. Gordon Smith, The Exit Structure of Venture Capital, 53 UCLA L. REV. 315, 337-55 (2005) (discussing venture capital contracting practices that arise out of entrepreneurs’ and investors’ divergent interests in exit events); Ronald J. Gilson, Engineering a Venture Capital Market: Lessons from the American Experience, 55 STAN. L. REV. 1067, 1069 (2003) (asserting that “the keystone of the U.S. venture capital market is private ordering—the contracting structure that developed” to finance “early-stage, high-technology” companies).
76. For instance, the well-known comparison of employment laws in California and
bankruptcy law intersects entrepreneurship insofar as bankruptcy discharge laws affect people’s willingness to launch entrepreneurial ventures that have a high risk of failure.\textsuperscript{77}

The question of law’s incentives, or disincentives, for entrepreneurship is rich in complexity, nuance, and potential for the future of the law and entrepreneurship field. Many discrete areas of law play a role in nurturing an entrepreneurial ecosystem. Instead of providing another example of where law intersects entrepreneurship, though, this article proposes an overarching analytical paradigm that uses creative destruction as the unifying principle of law and entrepreneurship legal conflict.

D. Law and Strategy in Entrepreneurship

As a practical application of this article’s thesis proposing a jurisprudential model of law and entrepreneurship, this article also suggests a strategic playbook for disruption framers to use in creative destructive


legal conflict. The disruption framer’s playbook arises from the foundation that scholars on law, business strategy, and competitive advantage have established. In simple terms, the robust literature on what constitutes a competitive advantage can be briefly summarized as strategies that create value over the long term and that competitors do not widely practice and cannot easily copy.

One of the early business law scholars to examine how companies can use law strategically to create competitive advantages proposed a four step framework. In Siedel’s framework, company managers first seek to understand relevant laws. Then they progress to a fight or flight reaction to legal problems. Third, managers develop preventative solutions to legal problems, and fourth, they reframe legal concerns as business opportunities. The fourth stage is the pinnacle of Siedel’s process, where law actually merges into business strategy to create enduring competitive advantages for a company.

Another framework for integrating law and business strategy consists of five pathways. In Bird’s framework, the first pathway is avoidance, where managers view law as a costly and arbitrary or random barrier to business. Firms can also take a path of compliance, where law is considered a necessary constraint on business activity, or a path of

---
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83. Id. at 23-25.

84. E.g., id. at 24-25, 52-55, 71-75.


86. Id. at 12-17.

87. Id. at 17-23.
prevention, where law is used to preempt particular business risks. The fourth pathway moves law to the value-creation level, where legal strategies result in a tangible boost to the firm’s bottom line. Finally, the fifth pathway involves transformation, where legal strategy becomes an essential component of long-term business strategy. Firms on the fifth pathway capture competitive advantages because legal strategies create value for the company and merge into the company’s very identity and culture, transforming the company in such a way that competitors cannot easily imitate.

A third conception of legal strategy as competitive advantage in business centers around the notion of “legal astuteness.” Bagley analyzes the degrees of legal astuteness that top management teams possess. She especially emphasizes a proactive instead of reactive approach to legal issues, wise and deliberative judgment in assessing legal questions, and intimate knowledge of a company’s business as a precursor to high-quality legal advice. Under Bagley’s approach, the more legally astute a company’s management team becomes, the more likely the company is to seize competitive advantages through legal strategy that seamlessly complements business objectives.

As explained in Part IV.B., the role of disruption framers extends the law, business strategy, and competitive advantage literature into the context of creative destructive legal conflict. And the role of disruption framers reaches the highest tiers of legal strategy that current models identify. Specifically, disruption framers operate at the level of reframing legal issues as business opportunities (Siedel), transforming entrepreneurial firms through strategic use of law (Bird), and developing legal astuteness.

88. Id. at 23-26.
89. Id. at 27-31.
90. Id. at 31-38.
91. Id.
93. Id. at 383.
94. Id. at 380-83.
95. Id. at 383, 387.
as an integral part of business strategy (Bagley).

II. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ECONOMICS

Before progressing to examples of the article’s thesis in Part III, Part II explains how economic theory undergirds legal analysis in the law and entrepreneurship field. The transactional account of entrepreneurship is based on a classical approach to economics whose models ironically leave little room for entrepreneurial activity. In contrast, this article advocates an economic theory of entrepreneurship that places preeminent importance on entrepreneurs’ creative destructive activities. Viewing entrepreneurship through a creative destructive lens is the springboard for the article’s dual emphasis on the need for a unified body of creative destructive legal conflict and the lawyer’s role as a disruption framer.

A. Entrepreneurs in Classical Economics

The transaction-based explanation of what business lawyers do arose out of classical economic theory. As noted in Part I.B, to explain how lawyers add value to business deals by reducing transaction costs, Gilson’s transaction cost engineer model explicitly relies on the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), which is part and parcel of classical economics. In broad overview, classical economics posits as a fundamental tenet that supply and demand forces continually propel the economy towards a state of balanced equilibrium. In classical economics, the analytical inquiry remains largely centered on business transactions where marginal cost and marginal utility dictate rational economic behavior. And though behavioral economics helpfully demonstrates the shortcomings of the rational actor assumption, behavioral economics generally does not alter the overarching analytical paradigm of classical economics that focuses on


100. Three recent and highly influential works in the burgeoning behavioral economics field include Dan Ariely, Predictably Irrational (Harper Perennial, 2010), Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast and Slow (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2013) and Richard Thaler & Cass Sunstein, Nudge (Penguin Books, 2009).
supply and demand forces leading to market equilibrium.\textsuperscript{101} Under a classical economic analysis, even as further elucidated through the insights of behavioral economics, transactional lawyers are indeed central, as they help grease the wheels of capitalism by helping consummate business deals. They reduce transaction costs, structure business enterprises efficiently, improve regulatory treatment of corporate transactions, and serve as reputational intermediaries.\textsuperscript{102}

But classical economic theory largely ignores the entrepreneur: “From Adam Smith and David Ricardo on, a venerable line of classical and neoclassical economists have developed market models that assign little to no special significance to the entrepreneur.”\textsuperscript{103} For instance, “[e]ntrepreneurs are largely absent from the economic theory of [Adam] Smith—he never uses the term . . . .”\textsuperscript{104} Instead, Smith’s “depiction of an ‘invisible hand’ leading to market equilibrium drew attention away from the entrepreneur’s self-consciously generative role.”\textsuperscript{105} And following Smith’s impetus, influential economists like John Maynard Keynes\textsuperscript{106} as well as neoclassical economists in the twentieth century “have likewise tended to trivialize entrepreneurship in their formal models of a steady-state economy.”\textsuperscript{107}

\begin{itemize}
\item[101.] For instance, in reviewing recent economics scholarship on entrepreneurship, the authors state that “[a]lthough maximizing agents and equilibrium concepts are still at the core of most models in behavioral economics, rational motivations are not required.” Maria Minniti & Moren Lévesque, Recent Developments in the Economics of Entrepreneurship, 23 J. BUS. VENTURING 603, 607 (2008).
\item[102.] See supra Part I.B.
\item[103.] David E. Pozen, We Are All Entrepreneurs Now, 43 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 283, 288 (2008); McCraw, supra note 5, at 70 (observing that “even though . . . [continual economic change] resonates with the experience of nearly all businesspeople, [it] has seldom been embraced by academic economists . . . . [U]nlike the idea of equilibrium, the phenomenon of entrepreneurship is almost impossible to ‘model’ through the use of equations yielding mathematical proof. Thus, even though academic economists have moved beyond the steady state, they have paid little attention to the entrepreneur, even to this day.”).
\item[104.] Pozen, supra note 103, at 288.
\item[105.] Id.
\item[106.] McCraw, supra note 5, at 481 (underscoring that Schumpeter believed “most economists had lost sight of the heart of the capitalist process, which in its endless dynamism was the opposite of Keynesian stagnationism.”). For a discussion of the influence of and differences between Keynes and Schumpeter, see Peter Drucker, Schumpeter and Keynes, FORBES (May 23, 1983), available at http://www.forbes.com/2007/10/10/schumpeter-keynes-economics-biz-cz_pd_1011schumpeter.html [https://perma.cc/BFA7-JR99].
\item[107.] Pozen, supra note 103, at 288; McCraw, supra note 5, at 72 (“Schumpeter . . . argues that entrepreneurial interventions make the notion of the steady state a mere fiction, nothing more than a hypothetical teaching device. The idea of equilibrium itself becomes problematical, since continual disruption is the basis for economic development and
In an economic analysis where hypothetical models postulate perfect competition, perfect knowledge or information, and market equilibrium, little room is left for the destabilizing force of entrepreneurship. The focus turns to how scarce resources are used most productively "thanks to market transactions that lead to equalizing marginal costs and utilities." Such a view of economics positions firms as the primary economic actors, and from the classical economic viewpoint, "the entrepreneur is nothing more than a person owning a firm." It is at best incongruous and ironic, then, that the law and entrepreneurship field would gravitate towards and come to be closely associated with a transaction-based approach derived from an economic theory that deemphasizes entrepreneurship. And because Gilson’s transaction cost engineer paradigm is explicitly based on the assumptions of the classical economic model, it also fails to provide a comprehensive lens for studying entrepreneurship. For instance, in expressing skepticism about Gilson’s approach, Lipshaw observes that “[n]either physical science nor social science has an answer for radical, unexpected, game-changing, paradigm-shifting surprise.” And as discussed in Part II.B, the lifeblood of a creative destructive approach to economics is precisely the point where classical economics falters: radical, unexpected, game-changing, paradigm-shifting innovation. The law and entrepreneurship field must therefore embrace a more robust vision of law’s relationship to entrepreneurship stemming from an economic theory that prioritizes instead of marginalizes entrepreneurial activity.

B. Entrepreneurs in Creative Destructive Economics

The law and entrepreneurship field should take its analytical cue from

embody the essence of capitalism.”).

108. Eyal-Cohen, supra note 5, at 733-34; Pozen, supra note 103, at 289 (asserting that in such a world “entrepreneurs would have nothing to offer; the concept of entrepreneurship would not even make much sense.”); McCraw, supra note 5, at 353 (“Such models [of perfect competition] contemplate frictionless transactions . . . . Perfect competition lends itself very well to mathematical modeling, . . . . and that advantage has been almost irresistible to economists. But because it neglects the dynamics of creative destruction, Schumpeter finds perfect competition wholly unsuitable for understanding a modern capitalist economy.”).


110. Id. at 821.

leading economic theory on the nature\textsuperscript{112} of entrepreneurship. Though a
precise, all-encompassing definition of entrepreneurship may remain
elusive,\textsuperscript{113} certain fundamental components of entrepreneurship are well
established, as explained below. This article focuses solely on a creative
destructive theory of entrepreneurship: the dialectical process whereby
entrepreneurs create new markets and simultaneously destroy existing
markets or market leaders through disruptive innovation.

Abstractly, the term “entrepreneurship” connotes creativity or novelty
applied to opportunity,\textsuperscript{114} and an interdisciplinary context is immediately
apparent.\textsuperscript{115} Historically, the study of entrepreneurship owes much to the
initial insights of Richard Cantillon, who not only “introduced the term into
mainstream economic discourse” in the mid-1750s but also “identified
risk bearing as a constitutive element.”\textsuperscript{116} In the 1900s, Frank Knight’s
impetus further refined the understanding of entrepreneurship through
research that distinguished between risk and uncertainty.\textsuperscript{117} Knight argued

\textsuperscript{112} Entrepreneurship can be limited to start-up company innovation backed by venture
capital investment, expanded to small business “mom-and-pop” operations, or widened to
“intrapreneurship” that established firms pursue to launch new products. Means, \textit{supra} note
7, at 7-15; Smith & Ueda, \textit{supra} note 60, at 356. Beyond capitalist entrepreneurs, the
definition can also encompass other types of entrepreneurs—social entrepreneurs, policy
entrepreneurs, norm entrepreneurs. See Pozen, \textit{supra} note 103, at 294-315 (chronicling
society’s and scholars’ application of the term “entrepreneur” in a variety of contexts);
Robin Paul Malloy, \textit{Real Estate Transactions and Entrepreneurship: Transforming Value
Through Exchange}, 43 Ind. L. Rev. 1105, 1116-21 (2010) (discussing “entrepreneurship as
occurring in three different market settings identifiable as private, public and social
entrepreneurship” and identifying four types of entrepreneurs: simple transaction
entrepreneur, speculator entrepreneur, innovator entrepreneur, and network entrepreneur).
The leading school of entrepreneurship even has a trademarked phrase to describe itself as the
educator for “Entrepreneurs of All Kinds.” \textit{About Babson, Babson College},
http://www.babson.edu/about-babson/Pages/home.aspx [https://perma.cc/5HGP-CXL8] (last
visited May 1, 2015).

\textsuperscript{113} Pozen, \textit{supra} note 103, at 285 (“Theories of entrepreneurship abound, but we have
no completely satisfying synthetic account of the practice, and we probably never will.”);
Licht, \textit{supra} note 63, at 819 (“A well-known problem in the . . . field of entrepreneurship is
the lack of an agreed definition . . . .”); Smith & Ueda, \textit{supra} note 60, at 355 (noting that
“entrepreneurship as a distinct field of research is still searching for an identity”); Means,
\textit{supra} note 6, at 5-12; Ibrahim & Smith, \textit{supra} note 6, at 83-89.

\textsuperscript{114} See Smith & Ibrahim, \textit{supra} note 61, at 1540-1545 (summarizing academic
research on “entrepreneurial opportunities”); Ibrahim & Smith, \textit{supra} note 6, at 84.

\textsuperscript{115} See R. Duane Ireland & Justin W. Webb, \textit{A Cross-Disciplinary Exploration of
Entrepreneurship Research}, 33 J. MGMT. 891, 894 (2007) (cataloguing entrepreneurship
research in distinct academic disciplines, including accounting, anthropology, economics,
finance, management, marketing, operations management, political science, psychology,
and sociology); Licht, \textit{supra} note 63, at 819-50 (reviewing academic literature from
economics, psychology, and cultural studies on entrepreneurship).

\textsuperscript{116} Pozen, \textit{supra} note 103, at 287.

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} at 291-92; Licht, \textit{supra} note 63, at 823.
that market risk pertains to recurring events against which companies take out insurance. In Knight’s view, though, the entrepreneur is uniquely willing to bear “uncertainty,” or unknown future events that are uninsurable, unpredictable, and derive from the process of discovering ever-changing market demands.

But Joseph Schumpeter is perhaps the economist (and lawyer) who most prominently and memorably explained capitalism in terms of the entrepreneur’s role and impact. Schumpeter approached economics differently than classical economists. He disagreed that markets tend toward equilibrium and drew attention away from Smith’s “invisible hand” metaphor. Instead, viewing capitalism as an existential struggle, Schumpeter asserted that the natural state of capitalist markets is competitive upheaval.

Schumpeter argued that

in capitalist reality as distinguished from its textbook picture, 
. . . the competition [that counts is] from the new commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new type of organization . . . —competition which . . . strikes not at the margins of . . . existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives . . . [A] theoretical construction which neglects this essential element. . . .neglects all that is most typically capitalist

118. Pozen, supra note 103, at 291-92; Licht, supra note 63, at 823.
119. Pozen, supra note 103, at 291-92; Licht, supra note 63, at 823.
120. See McCraw, supra note 5, at 60-62 (describing Schumpeter’s brief but successful law practice in Cairo); Thomas K. McCraw, Classics: Joseph Schumpeter on Competition, 8 COMPETITION POL’Y INT’L 194, 221 (2012) (noting that “Schumpeter had been trained at the University of Vienna as a lawyer as well as an economist, but he had left the practice of law in 1908”).
121. McCraw, supra note 5, at 503-04.
122. Among other differences, Schumpeter viewed capitalism as an evolving process through a long-term lens where disequilibrium is the norm, contrasting his perspective with those of other economists who, in Schumpeter’s estimation, were too focused on particular events or particular points in time where market equilibrium and simplifying assumptions, like perfect competition or perfect information, obscured entrepreneurial realities. See Schumpeter, supra note 5, at 84 (arguing that “the problem that is usually being visualized is how capitalism administers existing structures, whereas the relevant problem is how it creates and destroys them”).
123. See Eyal-Cohen, supra note 5, at 726 (asserting that “Schumpeter, unlike Adam Smith, argued that there is no invisible hand directing the forces of the economy toward stability and growth”).
124. Arthur, supra note 109, at 10-12; Schumpeter, supra note 5, at 31-32 (“[C]apitalist economy is not and cannot be stationary. Nor is it merely expanding in a steady manner. It is incessantly being revolutionized from within by new enterprise . . . . Economic progress, in capitalist society, means turmoil. And, . . . in this turmoil competition works in a manner completely different from the way it would work in a stationary process, however perfectly competitive.”).
about it; . . . it is like Hamlet without the Danish prince.125

Schumpeter took particular issue with how the classical economic assumption of perfect competition failed to account for innovation, noting that “[t]he introduction of new methods of production and new commodities is hardly conceivable with perfect—and perfectly prompt—competition from the start. And this means that the bulk of what we call economic progress is incompatible with” the classical economic assumption of perfect competition.126 That is, innovation is by nature new and different; thus, perfect competition is impossible when radical, unexpected, game-changing, paradigm-shifting innovation occurs.127 And if innovation is the primary catalyst of a capitalist economy, then an economic model that assumes away the catalyst of the system has grievously distorted the reality it claims to represent.

Schumpeter thus places innovation at the center of economics, describing capitalism as “industrial mutation . . . that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is the essential fact about capitalism.”128 Through technological progress, innovative competitors continually threaten to overtake and destroy industry leaders.129 And when status-quo market leaders fall and are replaced due to competitors’ new technology or innovative business models, Schumpeter termed the process creative destruction.130

For Schumpeter, creative destruction is the disruptive dynamism and energy behind capitalist economies, where innovative creations continually challenge and destroy existing businesses, sometimes breaking laws in the process.131 From the perspective of creative destruction, economies do “not

125. Schumpeter, supra note 5, at 84-86.
126. Id. at 105 (“As a matter of fact, perfect competition is and always has been temporarily suspended whenever anything new is being introduced . . . .”).
127. Id. at 106.
128. Id. at 83.
130. Schumpeter, supra note 5, at 83.
131. Schumpeter described the entrepreneur’s role in capitalist society as follows: “Without innovations, no entrepreneurs; without entrepreneurial achievement, no capitalist returns and no capitalist propulsion. The atmosphere of industrial revolutions—of ‘progress’—is the only one in which capitalism can survive.” McCraw, supra note 5, at 1, citing Joseph Schumpeter, BUSINESS CYCLES: A THEORETICAL, HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL
tend naturally toward stability and growth through the workings of an invisible hand, but rather . . . [they are] propelled forward in sudden leaps by the endogenous innovations of key entrepreneurs.”¹³² In creative destruction, entrepreneurs are seen as the principle agents of change—“the pivot on which everything turns”¹³³—indeed, even as revolutionaries.¹³⁴

Later scholars have extended and refined Schumpeter’s approach.¹³⁵ For instance, Israel Kirzner envisions the entrepreneur’s primary characteristic as “alertness” to opportunities that others fail to appreciate.¹³⁶ Kirzner follows Schumpeter in concluding that “[o]pportunities for entrepreneurial profit only exist in disequilibrium”; therefore, from an entrepreneurial perspective, the usefulness of the classical economic assumption of “perfect knowledge [that] exists in a state of equilibrium” is highly suspect because of its disconnect from the reality of entrepreneurship.¹³⁷ In addition, William Baumol expands Schumpeter’s conception of innovation to include any economic activity performed in a novel way.¹³⁸ Finally, a particularly influential contribution to entrepreneurship research stems from Clayton Christenson’s work on disruptive innovation that propels the process of creative destruction.¹³⁹ Christenson contrasted “sustaining innovations” with “disruptive innovations” and tied the latter directly to creative destruction.¹⁴⁰ He found that existing market leaders

---

¹³². Pozen, supra note 103, at 291.
¹³⁴. Hobbs, supra note 6, at 285; Pozen, supra note 103, at 291. See Schumpeter, supra note 5, at 132 (arguing that “the function of entrepreneurs is to . . . revolutionize the pattern of production by exploiting an invention or, more generally, an untried technological possibility for producing a new commodity or producing an old one in a new way, by opening up a new source of supply of materials or a new outlet for products, by reorganizing an industry and so on”).
¹³⁵. See Eyal-Cohen, supra note 5, at 730-37 (reviewing contemporary scholars’ additions to Schumpeter’s framework).
¹³⁶. Pozen, supra note 103, at 292-93; Licht, supra note 63, at 823-24; Eyal-Cohen, supra note 5, at 733-34.
¹³⁷. Eyal-Cohen, supra note 5, at 733.
¹³⁸. Pozen, supra note 103, at 293; Eyal-Cohen, supra note 5, at 731-33.
¹⁴⁰. See Christenson, supra note 4, at xxxiv of Preface (agreeing with a co-researcher that “disruptive technology is probably the cause behind the ‘creative destruction’ that economist Joseph Schumpeter observed to be the primary engine of economic progress”).
often successfully accomplish sustaining innovations, or incremental and marginal improvements on existing products.\textsuperscript{141} But Christenson demonstrated that start-up entrepreneurs with new technologies, or “new product architectures involving little new technology per se,”\textsuperscript{142} are frequently better positioned than existing market leaders to carry out disruptive innovations, which create new markets and eventually destroy old ones.\textsuperscript{143}

For example, in the disk drive industry, Christenson found that established companies consistently led new entrants in developing ever faster disk drives with ever increasing storage capacity.\textsuperscript{144} Similarly, in the heavy-equipment industry, new entrants rarely threatened market-leading manufacturers of earth excavators that used a cable pulley system.\textsuperscript{145} As long as the underlying technology and product architecture remained constant, even with continuous marginal improvements (sustaining innovations), industry leaders successfully fended off new entrants.\textsuperscript{146} In both examples, though, new entrants did eventually dethrone industry leaders.\textsuperscript{147} But they did so only by developing new technology or new product architectures (smaller disk drives and hydraulic excavators) that eventually made the technology of the industry leaders obsolete (larger disk drives and cable pulley excavators).\textsuperscript{148} Disruptive innovation thus propels

\textsuperscript{141} Id. at 46 (noting that in Christenson’s data set “there was not a single example . . . of an entrant firm leading the industry or securing a viable market position with a sustaining innovation”).

\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 62.

\textsuperscript{143} Id. at 48-54. Schumpeter envisioned both start-up firms and large companies as driving forces behind disruptive innovation. See McCraw, supra note 5, at 215 (describing Schumpeter’s discussion of innovation driven by new firms and existing firms). Particularly in the context of technological change “where the new methods of production are embodied in new industries,” Schumpeter recognized what Christenson investigated empirically: that new entrants, not existing market leaders, are often the ones to found new industries. See Schumpeter, supra note 5, at 119 (concluding that “obviously the automobile plants were not financed from the depreciation accounts of railroads”); McCraw, supra note 5, at 74 (observing that “Schumpeter especially emphasizes the role of new companies in making innovations that interrupt” existing markets).

\textsuperscript{144} See Christenson, supra note 4, at 46-54 (describing how industry leaders maintained a market dominant position so long as standard disk drive product architecture remained at 5.25-inch drives, but new entrants replaced market leaders by developing a new product architecture in the form of a 3.5-inch disk drive).

\textsuperscript{145} See id. at 69 (explaining that even as the power source for excavator engines progressed from steam-power to gasoline to diesel to electric, market leaders maintained their dominant position, but once the underlying product architecture of the cable pulley system was replaced by a hydraulic system, new entrants successfully unseated established companies to become the new market leaders).

\textsuperscript{146} Id. at 46, 69-72.

\textsuperscript{147} Id. at 46-54, 72-81.

\textsuperscript{148} Id.
and explains creative destruction.

From the perspectives of entrepreneurship scholars, then, the essence of entrepreneurship is not business transactions leading to market equilibrium. It is instead the ever-evolving world of creative destruction where disruptive innovations threaten the very existence of market leading companies. Extending the economic principles into law, the crux of the intersection of law and entrepreneurship can be viewed as the legal conflicts that creative destructive business models encounter. The primary theoretical tool of the law and entrepreneurship field should not come from the assumptions of classical economic theory that have little or no place for the entrepreneur. Instead, the theoretical tools of law and entrepreneurship should arise from economic theories that place preeminent importance on the entrepreneur, such as creative destruction and its accompanying disruptive innovations.

III. CREATIVE DESTRUCTIVE LEGAL CONFLICT

This article proposes creative destruction as more than solely an economic explanation of entrepreneurship. Creative destruction should also serve as the organizing principle of the jurisprudence of law and entrepreneurship. Despite the prevalent link between creative destruction as a business phenomenon and creative destruction as a legal phenomenon, no unified jurisprudence of creative destruction exists. The jurisprudential core of law and entrepreneurship is the creative destructive moment (or moments) in some entrepreneurial firms’ growth cycles when a disruptive innovation encounters legal conflict, whether that conflict occurs in court or outside of court. Those moments encapsulate the law of entrepreneurship.

Creative destruction is a high stakes battle. Market leaders do not go down quietly, and rising innovators do not arrive politely. Market revolutions are bloody, whether figuratively or sometimes even literally (as in the case of the Uber protests in Paris). As such, legal conflict frequently is at the core of creative destruction.

And though the battleground for creative destructive legal conflict is often traditional litigation, the law of entrepreneurship also includes the conflicts that occur outside the courtroom. For instance, creative

149. SCHUMPETER, supra note 5, at 84-86.
150. Id. at 96 (noting that market leaders “can in various ways fight the threatening attack . . . that is to say, they can and will fight progress itself”).
151. Id. at 132-133 (“The resistance which comes from interests threatened by an innovation in the productive process is not likely to die out as long as the capitalist order persists.”).
destructive legal conflict encompasses pre-litigation positioning and governmental and industry lobbying designed to smooth the path for disruptive innovations. Even further, creative destructive legal conflict also entails public relations advocacy, social media strategy, and advertising targeted at swaying public opinion. The “jurisprudence” of law and entrepreneurship is thus significantly broader than solely litigated cases; it includes the full panoply of legal conflicts that creative destructive entrepreneurs encounter outside of court. As discussed below, disruption framers deploy a host of legal strategies to confront all manner of legal conflict that creative destructive entrepreneurs encounter.

As described in Part I, creative destructive legal conflict has received little systematic attention in law and entrepreneurship scholarship, for at least two reasons. First, the predominant focus on business transactions that has been at the vanguard of the law and entrepreneurship field tends to sideline creative destructive legal conflict because it concentrates on attending to entrepreneurs’ transactional needs. 152 Second, jurisprudential analyses typically 153 conform to doctrinal boundaries that legal disciplines necessarily impose on their subject: antitrust jurisprudence considers antitrust cases just as intellectual property or securities jurisprudence evaluates the laws underlying their respective legal disciplines.

But doctrinal categorization ignores the motivating cause of the legal conflict: creative destruction through disruptive innovation. Of course, some doctrinal legal analyses helpfully apply a creative destructive paradigm to jurisprudential research within an established legal discipline, such as patent, copyright, or antitrust law.154 But law and entrepreneurship scholarship should consolidate the dispersed examples to develop a holistic and systematic, instead of scattered and piecemeal, jurisprudence of creative destruction, including legal conflict both inside and outside of

---

152. E.g., Malloy, supra note 112, at 1107 (“In developing an understanding of the relationship among property law, real estate transactions, and entrepreneurship, it is important to understand that this analysis is from the perspective of transactional law theory.”).

153. For the law and entrepreneurship field, an important exception to the typical disciplinary approach is Smith and Ueda’s adaptability hypothesis, described in Part I.C.

court.

The examples highlighted below do not fit a transactional model of law and entrepreneurship because they have nothing to do with business deals. The entrepreneurial companies are not in need of transaction cost engineers, regulatory arbitrageurs, reputational intermediaries, enterprise architects, or any other transactional service provider. Creative destructive entrepreneurs need disruption framers to provide strategic counsel through the legal conflict that accompanies entrepreneurship, as Part IV explains.

A. Tesla

A prominent recent example of creative destructive legal conflict is Tesla, an innovative manufacturer of electric cars. Tesla sells new cars directly to consumers, both over the Internet and through company-owned showrooms. Though such direct sales practices are commonplace in most industries, direct sales of automobiles violate some states’ franchise and car dealership laws, many of which were initially established when Ford’s Model-T was cutting-edge technology. In Texas, for instance, legal obstacles have caused the seemingly ludicrous situation of Tesla being permitted to display its cars in showrooms so long as the price of the cars remains a secret and no test drives occur. In other states, Tesla has been barred from even operating a showroom because the company refuses to sell its cars through a middleman.

On the surface, Tesla’s legal conflict revolves primarily around the

---

interpretation of car dealership rules and antitrust law.\textsuperscript{160} Car dealership rules in many states have evolved to prohibit car manufacturers from selling cars directly to consumers through factory-owned stores.\textsuperscript{161} Dealerships have successfully lobbied state legislatures to ban factory-owned stores on the grounds that independently owned car dealerships are more invested in local communities and would be at a competitive disadvantage if manufacturers could bypass dealers and sell directly to consumers at wholesale prices.\textsuperscript{162} Accordingly, as Tesla attempts to sell its cars directly to consumers, car dealerships claim that Tesla’s direct sales business model is a form of unfair competition.\textsuperscript{163}

For example, dealership associations in Massachusetts and New York argued that it is unfair for Tesla to sell directly to consumers because all traditional car manufacturers sell through third-party dealerships.\textsuperscript{164} In the dealerships’ view, Tesla should not be an exception.\textsuperscript{165} For its part, Tesla successfully argued in Massachusetts and New York that it should be free to sell cars directly to consumers because Tesla has no independent dealers; therefore, it would be impossible for Tesla to undercut a dealership’s prices because there are no Tesla dealerships.\textsuperscript{166} Furthermore, Tesla has buttressed its argument with reference to how technologically different electric cars are from traditional gas-powered vehicles and how many fewer vehicles Tesla sells compared to gas-powered vehicles.\textsuperscript{167}

Following Tesla’s victories in New York and Massachusetts, however, the Michigan legislature took action to preempt a similar result in the heartland of traditional U.S. car manufacturers.\textsuperscript{168} The Michigan dealership statute previously stated that a manufacturer could not “sell any new motor

\textsuperscript{163} Id.
\textsuperscript{164} Id.; N.Y. Auto. Dealers Ass’n, 969 N.Y.S.2d at 724-25.
vehicle directly to a retail customer other than through its franchised dealers.\textsuperscript{169} But the Michigan legislature voted to delete the word “its.”\textsuperscript{170} Without that key word, the statute definitively requires all new motor vehicles to be sold through franchised dealers.\textsuperscript{171} Therefore, the argument Tesla used successfully in New York and Massachusetts is much less likely to prevail in Michigan. The fact that Tesla has no franchised dealers will not help Tesla avoid application of Michigan’s dealership law to Tesla’s business model.

Regardless of the particularities of state car dealership rules or antitrust law, the root of Tesla’s legal conflict is disruptive innovation, which is manifested in two related ways. First, Tesla’s technology for manufacturing electric vehicles is a paradigm shift from the technology involved in producing gas-powered automobiles. Second, Tesla’s business model for selling and maintaining its cars flies in the face of the way new cars have been distributed since the invention of the automobile.

Tesla’s twin technological and business model disruptive innovations are inseparable from each other. Electric cars have been likened to “an app on four wheels,” such that “a Tesla without its outer shell looks like a cell phone on wheels. It’s basically just a big battery.”\textsuperscript{172} Lacking an internal combustion engine—the hallmark of traditional automobiles—Tesla cars have “no spark plugs, no air filters, no fuel pumps, no timing belts,” which dramatically changes the type of maintenance that Tesla cars require.\textsuperscript{173} Tesla updates the software in each car wirelessly and remotely over the Internet, and the car’s software automatically detects when new parts, such as brake pads or wiper blades, are needed.\textsuperscript{174} Hence, because electric cars are technologically a different product from gas-powered cars, Tesla is reluctant to entrust third-party car dealerships with the crucial role of promoting and selling a product that not only competes with gas-powered vehicles but also undermines car dealerships’ revenue source of fee-for-service maintenance.\textsuperscript{175} Consequently, the innovative design of Tesla cars goes hand in hand with the company’s strategy of selling and distributing cars directly. And for the automobile industry, a direct sales business model is an innovative, disruptive, and even illegal business model.
1. Creative Destructive Analysis of Tesla

Using creative destruction as the touchstone of legal analysis reveals insights that would be missed under existing approaches to law and entrepreneurship. By definition, Tesla’s legal conflict falls outside the scope of a transactional paradigm, but law and entrepreneurship should not be so limited. From an economic perspective, the hallmark of Tesla’s entrepreneurial efforts is precisely its disruptive innovation, both in terms of its technology and its business model. Indeed, Tesla’s disruptive innovation is precisely what leads to its legal conflict; therefore, the law and entrepreneurship field should embrace the legal conflict that disruptive innovation causes even though it falls categorically outside of transactional law.

Transactional attorneys do play a role in Tesla’s entrepreneurial story. For example, transactional attorneys add value by creating a corporate structure that utilizes wholly-owned subsidiaries to sell cars in individual states, protecting Tesla’s intellectual property, and counseling the company on selling stock in capital markets, among countless other areas. But once legal conflict arises, the contributions of the transactional approach typically cease. In legal scholarship, transactional theories are irrelevant to the legal conflict that entrepreneurs encounter. Similarly, in law practice, once a transactional matter enters a stage of legal conflict, large law firms pass the client from the corporate transactional group to a new set of lawyers in the litigation practice area. Law school clinics, too, are likewise bifurcated between transactional and litigation services.176

But the fact that legal skill sets require different attorneys to specialize in different areas is not a good reason for the law and entrepreneurship field to ignore Tesla’s creative destructive legal conflict, which encompasses more than just litigation. Once the analytical lens of law and entrepreneurship expands to include legal conflict, it becomes immediately apparent that the key function for lawyers who counsel creative destructive entrepreneurs is to prepare and execute a comprehensive strategy for creative destructive legal conflict. For instance, beyond litigation, a key component of Tesla’s creative destructive legal strategy involves social media, lobbying, and community mobilization among Tesla
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176. In a law school clinical setting, transactional clinics typically do not represent a client on matters that enter litigation. In an ideal scenario, a different clinic, such as the law school’s civil litigation clinic, can assume representation. But seamless cooperation on client matters in the clinical environment is challenging because each clinic typically has its own wait list for potential new clients.

177. For example, Tesla’s CEO has often taken to Twitter and other forms of social media to further Tesla’s legal arguments. Ann Charles, 4 Social Media Secrets You Can Learn From Elon Musk, FAST COMPANY (May 19, 2014),
These activities, like litigation, also fall outside the standard transactional account of entrepreneurship. One of Tesla’s particularly effective lobbying strategies was to offer test drives to North Carolina legislators in an effort to fend off a new law that would have prohibited online sales of automobiles. Legislators were impressed, and the new anti-Tesla measure never came up for a vote. In view of the diverse strategic legal counsel that creative destructive legal conflict demands (beyond transactional advice), lawyers who counsel creative destructive entrepreneurs are more holistically conceived of as disruption framers, not transaction cost engineers, as further described in the examples that follow and in Part IV.

To develop legal strategy for entrepreneurs, disruption framers need unique skills that should be cultivated from a unified body of creative
destructive legal conflict. Without a unified framework of creative destructive legal conflict, Tesla’s legal disputes simply fall under the two unrelated categories of state regulations of car dealerships and antitrust law. The former is too limiting and the latter is too narrow. Focusing the analysis on state regulations misses the more universal and generalizable theme of disruptive innovation, which occurs in many more contexts beyond state regulations. And housing Tesla’s legal conflict under antitrust law prioritizes one aspect of the dispute (namely, allegations of unfair competition) but avoids connections to other cases of creative destructive legal conflict where antitrust law is not central. Even in Tesla’s case, the legal strategy goes beyond antitrust law: Tesla has considered seeking federal legislation under the commerce clause that would facilitate Tesla’s direct sales model nationwide. Tesla’s legal strategy thus involves constitutional law, which demonstrates that antitrust law is insufficient to capture even the full range of Tesla’s creative destructive legal conflict, not to mention the creative destructive legal conflict that other entrepreneurial firms encounter, as the examples below further demonstrate.

Instead of forcing Tesla’s legal conflict into existing disciplinary categories, this article suggests using the underlying economic driver of Tesla’s legal conflict (creative destruction) as the organizing principle of jurisprudential analysis. And whereas innovation law and policy tends to emphasize antitrust and intellectual property law, this article’s proposed framework would cross all legal disciplinary lines in an effort to unite creative destructive legal conflict as an economic and business phenomenon, irrespective of legal categories. Whether viewed as an expansion of innovation law or of the law and entrepreneurship field, then, this article’s substantive proposal is to unify and organize all creative destructive legal conflict as one coherent body, in order to provide disruption framers with the strategic tools they need to advise creative destructive entrepreneurs.

B. Uber

Another prime contemporary example of creative destructive legal conflict is Uber. Whereas traditionally people would hail a taxi cab on the street, Uber relies on an Internet app that allows riders and drivers to

schedule a pickup electronically. And whereas traditional taxi services are highly regulated enterprises with government-licensed cars and full-time drivers, Uber leverages part-time drivers who use their own cars so that practically anyone with a car and spare time can make extra money as an Uber driver.

From a business perspective, Uber’s successful results are undeniable. After operating for less than four years in New York, there are already more cars affiliated with Uber on the streets of New York City than there are taxi cabs. Uber was valued near $51 billion in its most recent investment round, tying Facebook as the highest-valued venture-backed company in history and achieving the $50 billion milestone two years faster than Facebook. Uber is currently the highest-valued venture-backed company in the US by a margin of some $40 billion. Uber has won all kinds of awards and recognition in the entrepreneurial community, and though Uber is more prominent than its competitors, it is far from alone in the electronic ride-hailing market. Outside of ride-hailing, other companies in the so-called “sharing economy” are also challenging legal rules with their innovative business models, such as car-sharing firms like FlightCar and Turo (formerly called RelayRides), and home-sharing
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190. Lyft and Sidecar are Uber’s most prominent competitors in the US; Hailo and Gett in Europe; and Kuaidi Dache and Didi Dache (which have merged into one company but operate with different names) in China.
191. See Ranchordás, supra note 67, at 417-21, 455-74 (discussing regulatory concerns in the sharing economy, especially in relation to Uber and Airbnb).
192. Companies like FlightCar and Turo allow departing airline travelers to rent their vehicles to arriving airline travelers, instead of paying to park at the airport. Competitors (such as traditional car rental companies and government officials (such as airport regulators) allege that the car-sharing business models constitute unfair competition and
platforms like Airbnb. 193

From a legal perspective, though, Uber is a poster child for creative destructive legal conflict. Chronicling “Uber’s ongoing legal struggles,” one commentator observes that “Uber is good at two things: running a taxi service and getting on regulators’ nerves. The car service’s entire history has been a series of back and forth battles between it and the cities that it’s trying to operate in, with Uber frequently ignoring regulations when launching in a new location.”194 Indeed, as regulators grapple with how to handle Uber’s business model, traditional taxi cab services continue to resist Uber’s presence—Parisian taxi drivers refer to Uber’s business practices as “economic terrorism”—and actively defend their turf through litigation.195

The litigation over Uber’s business model involves numerous legal disciplines.196 For instance, as a leading company in the sharing economy, Uber’s business model, which classifies drivers as independent contractors instead of employees, has been under attack in court for potential violations violate transportation laws, airport rules, and licensing requirements.


194. See also Daniel Roberts, A Brief History of Uber Scandals, YAHOO FINANCE (Feb. 22, 2016), http://finance.yahoo.com/news/uber-scandals-timeline-michigan-shooting-140035801.html# [https://perma.cc/UE59-KAEE] (summarizing numerous legal conflicts involving Uber); Jacob Kastrenakes, Uber’s Bumpy Road to World Domination, THE VERGE, http://www.theverge.com/2014/12/15/7393693/uber-fights-to-expand-across-the-globe-storystream [https://perma.cc/5ZLN-683F] (last updated Feb. 1, 2016). Far from condemning Uber’s confrontational strategy, the commentator recognizes that “[f]or the most part, . . . [Uber’s] strategy has been successful. Major cities have reworked their taxi laws to account for Uber, as well as other services like it. But for every success, Uber seems to run into a new hurdle in another city or with another type of service.” Id.

195. Rubin & Scott, supra note 1, at 1.

of employment laws. Uber is also facing legal action from traditional taxi and limousine companies that see Uber as a competitive threat. These plaintiffs allege that Uber is engaged in unfair competition as an unlicensed taxi company that avoids expenses such as medallion fees, which can be in the hundreds of thousands of dollars for each licensed taxi cab. Additionally, state and local government regulators challenge Uber’s compliance with a host of transportation and taxi regulations, such as insurance coverage minimums, driver background checks, and vehicle safety inspections. Airports refuse to allow Uber drivers to pick up travelers, or force them to meet in less convenient locations, because Uber does not pay airport licensing fees. In France, Uber’s litigation is a constitutional law question, and Uber has been barred from operating, at one time or another, in several European countries, South Korea, India, and Thailand.

1. Creative Destructive Analysis of Uber

Uber is one the most prominent recent entrepreneurial success stories, and legal conflicts (not transactional legal issues) are a central theme of the company’s growth. Uber’s strategy has consistently been to enter new

markets without asking for regulatory approval or permission.\footnote{Josh Lowensohn, *Uber Launches in Portland, Oregon Despite Being Completely Illegal There*, THE VERGE, http://www.theverge.com/2014/12/5/7342981/uber-launches-in-portland-oregon-despite-being-completely-illegal-there [https://perma.cc/XH28-VR2R] (last updated Dec. 5, 2014 9:29 PM).} By the time legal challenges from competitors or regulators come, Uber aims to be firmly established in the market with a loyal cadre of drivers and passengers. As such, a vital part of Uber’s legal strategy, in addition to litigation, is public relations and lobbying to influence public opinion related to the acceptability of ride-hailing apps. Uber prioritizes business growth and addresses legal conflict \textit{ex post}, not \textit{ex ante}.

Transactional legal advice, in contrast, typically seeks to prevent and avoid legal conflict, and it is commonly said that venture capitalists will not invest in litigation, which makes intuitive sense. Logically, entrepreneurial companies that must overcome legal obstacles might be less attractive investments due to the increased cost and uncertainty that litigation poses. But Uber is a magnet for both historic sums of venture capital investment, as well as frequent and extensive litigation over its business model. So the fact that a highly successful venture-backed entrepreneurial firm is enmeshed in numerous legal disputes about the very legality of its innovative business model forces a re-examination of the transactional account of law and entrepreneurship. A law and entrepreneurship analysis that probes and explains Uber’s seemingly contradictory situation should yield helpful insights for future entrepreneurs and the disruption framers who counsel them. A comprehensive theory of creative destructive legal conflict is necessary, if the law and entrepreneurship field is to represent the diverse reality of disruptive innovation, instead of a mere transactional snapshot of entrepreneurship.

Uber’s creative destructive legal strategy appears to be working, though not without significant continuing opposition.\footnote{Nicole Dungca, *Even as Uber, Lyft Gain Riders, Drivers Face $500 City Fines*, BOSTON GLOBE, May 27, 2015, http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/05/26/even-uber-and-lyft-become-ubiquitous-boston-police-tickets-them-for-being-illegal/AmtnSe6aBJ64nqIksKhU9K/story.html [https://perma.cc/WG8L-H2DR].} For instance, the mayor of New York City, Bill de Blasio, pushed a bill that would cap the number of Uber drivers allowed in the city, prompting Uber, in its characteristically provocative way, to add a “fake feature” to its app: when users clicked on “de Blasio mode,” the app displayed “no cars available” in protest against de Blasio’s proposed regulations.\footnote{Issie Lapowsky, *Uber’s New Fake Feature in NYC Derides Regulators*, WIRED, http://www.wired.com/2015/07/uber-de-blasio/ [https://perma.cc/Z6V9-KJ2C] (last updated July 15, 2015 2:55 PM).} Uber’s “blitzkrieg strategy,” which also included television advertisements and other public
and private lobbying efforts, forced the New York mayor to withdraw the proposed limits on Uber’s activity.\textsuperscript{209} Another creative destructive business in the sharing economy, Airbnb, deployed similar advertising and public relations strategies to defeat a California measure designed to restrict Airbnb’s emerging business model.\textsuperscript{210}

Gradually, regulatory bodies are beginning to accommodate Uber’s business model, with the California Public Utilities Commission having been the first.\textsuperscript{211} Colorado was the first to legislatively provide for “[t]ransportation [n]etwork [c]ompanies,” such as Uber and its competitors, even though initially Colorado regulators resisted Uber’s business model.\textsuperscript{212} And other jurisdictions continue to make similar adjustments to eliminate gray areas in the law and affirmatively regulate Uber’s business model.\textsuperscript{213}

A creative destructive approach to law and entrepreneurship is useful because it uniquely captures and explains Uber’s legal conflicts in a way in which existing disciplinary paradigms fail. Similarly, conceiving of lawyers who counsel Uber through its creative destructive legal conflicts as disruption framers—not as transaction cost engineers, lobbyists, or generic civil litigators—underscores attorneys’ unique roles in developing legal strategy to guide entrepreneurial firms through the legal conflict that so often accompanies disruptive innovation. For instance, in response to a government crackdown against Uber in Hong Kong, Uber launched an


online petition to “Keep Hong Moving!” The petition garnered nearly 50,000 signatures in support of Uber’s operations. Beyond transactional counsel, social media strategies, such as Uber’s Hong Kong petition, demonstrate the role disruption framers have in guiding disruptive innovators through creative destructive legal conflicts.

Creative destructive legal conflict is a necessary stand-alone category because it faithfully tracks the actual experience of disruptive innovation. Neither transactional lawyering nor any particular legal discipline captures Uber’s experience with creative destructive legal conflict. Law and entrepreneurship should do so in a comprehensive manner that connects Uber’s experience to all other creative destructive legal conflict, irrespective of legal disciplinary boundaries.

Lawyers who specialize in discrete areas of law, such as antitrust or regulatory advocacy, are valuable in Uber’s situation; however, from a more strategic and holistic perspective, the legal counsel that most benefits Uber is that of a disruption framer. The skills involved in crafting a long-term legal strategy to facilitate the growth of a creative destructive business model are quite different from those of doctrinal advocacy or transactional advice alone. As further explored in Part IV, public relations, social media, and lobbying are at least as necessary as technical legal acumen when disruption framers guide entrepreneurs through creative destructive legal conflict.

C. Self-Driving Cars

In contrast to Uber’s ex post approach to creative destructive legal conflict, other creative destructive businesses employ an ex ante legal strategy. For instance, Google and other companies developing self-driving cars moved proactively to obtain legislative permission before sending driverless cars onto the road en masse. Even without laws specially tailored to automated driving, self-driving cars may be legal under existing transportation laws. Consequently, even before state regulations were enacted to specifically address driverless cars, “Google’s fleet of
autonomous cars secretly drove more than 100,000 miles.”

But Google sought to avoid a showdown with regulators by addressing potential issues before they arose, unlike Uber’s strategy of pursuing business growth with full awareness that legal conflict with regulators would follow. As a former legal director for Google explained, “[t]he tech giant wanted to make sure that before they pumped millions of dollars into driverless cars, the cars were explicitly legal and encouraged, not just probably legal and tolerated.”

To that end, Google mobilized an army of state lobbyists, starting in Nevada and later extending to numerous other states, to smooth the road for testing self-driving cars and obtaining not just tacit legislative approval, but active support for developing driverless technology.

1. Creative Destructive Analysis of Self-Driving Cars

As case studies, Tesla, Uber, and self-driving cars offer different lessons in how to approach creative destructive legal conflict. The examples fall outside of a transactional conception of law and entrepreneurship and are not contained within existing doctrinal areas of law. They point towards the need for disruption framers as legal counsel to creative destructive entrepreneurs.

For instance, borrowing from the self-driving cars example, perhaps Uber could have proactively sought regulatory exemptions in advance to avoid legal disputes. The company could have drafted form statutes and volunteered alternative regulatory categories for its business model (though in one location, after 18 months of fruitless discussions with city officials, Uber launched illegally anyway to force regulatory action).

Part IV describes how disruption framers would benefit from systematic jurisprudential analysis that ties together different types of creative destructive legal strategies across history to facilitate comparisons and inspire effective counseling in future creative destructive situations.


220. Efrati, supra note 218.

D. Crowdfunding

A separate example of creative destructive legal conflict borrows elements from Uber’s strategy and elements from Google’s approach to self-driving cars. Recent laws on equity crowdfunding arose after crowdfunding entrepreneurs initially tried the Uber way of pursuing business growth first, and worrying about legal violations later.222 In equity crowdfunding, the Uber strategy failed because equity crowdfunding sites that flaunted securities laws were shut down through federal223 and state224 cease-and-desist orders.

In one case, the ProFounder website, which facilitated equity investments in start-up companies through an Internet platform that brought entrepreneurs and investors together, was found to be in violation of California securities regulations.225 In another case, the BuyaBeerCompany website, which amassed approximately $200 million in pledges from more than five million potential investors in order to purchase Pabst Brewing Company, was found to be in violation of federal securities regulations.226 Specifically, both websites were illegal because they allowed investors to purchase stock in private companies even though the stock was neither registered nor exempt from registration, as applicable securities laws require.227

Apart from the particulars of the legal violations, the underlying cause of the legal conflict in equity crowdfunding is disruptive innovation. The Internet and social media allow entrepreneurs to reach a worldwide audience of potential investors at a very low cost in a very short time.228 Correspondingly, the Internet, social media, and electronic payment systems allow investors to send money to entrepreneurs instantaneously.229 Technological advances thus facilitate a type of mass, impersonal, and direct investing in start-up companies that was previously impossible.230 It is too early to say whether the disintermediation that crowdfunding augurs
will ultimately prove to be a creative destructive threat to investment banks, venture capitalists, or some other group. But regardless, the legal conflict surrounding equity crowdfunding fits within a creative destructive paradigm because it results directly from a disruptive innovation that clashes with existing laws.

After legal violations caused early equity crowdfunding pioneers to fail (unlike Uber’s ongoing success in the face of legal obstacles), the crowdfunding movement adopted a legal strategy more similar to Google’s approach to laws regulating self-driving cars. But crowdfunding advocacy was more widely dispersed and had a more visible social media presence than Google’s targeted lobbying efforts.231 The fight to pass crowdfunding legislation encompassed a wide variety of constituencies advocating on behalf of an emerging industry.232 In contrast, with respect to ride-hailing apps and driverless cars, the advocacy for creative destructive legal change was driven by particular trailblazing companies (Uber and Google), even though their competitors (Lyft and Mercedes, for instance) also benefitted. Crowdfunding laws were changed proactively through a combination of pressure from many corners: social media, business leaders, academics, politicians, entrepreneurs, and investors.233

1. Creative Destructive Analysis of Equity Crowdfunding

The grass-roots movement that resulted in Congress opening a pathway for equity crowdfunding to be practiced legally234 is an example of how law and entrepreneurship is not only broader than transactional law, but also broader than any particular legal discipline. In the case of equity crowdfunding, securities law happens to be the doctrinal category where creative destructive legal conflict arose.235 Notably, neither antitrust nor intellectual property law is implicated in crowdfunding’s disruptive innovation; thus, the two doctrinal fields that form the backbone of “innovation law” are not especially helpful or even relevant for analyzing the legal conflicts in crowdfunding.

In contrast, using creative destruction as the organizing principle of
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law and entrepreneurship legal conflict disregards doctrinal silos and places crowdfunding’s legal conflict side-by-side with cases from other legal disciplines, such as the Tesla, Uber, and self-driving cars examples. If creative destruction were not used as the unifying theme, then the cases would naturally remain isolated and disconnected within their respective doctrinal categories. But creative destructive legal conflict crosses disciplinary lines because disruptive innovations can occur in any area. Legal analysis should follow the business reality of creative destruction instead of sorting creative destructive legal conflict into separate doctrinal categories. Failing to do so runs the risk of glossing over the underlying commonalities that doctrinally diverse creative destructive cases share.

The crowdfunding example also demonstrates how creative destructive legal conflict need not be (though it often is) spearheaded by a particular trailblazing company; disruption framers can also work on behalf of industry-wide innovations that alter industry-wide laws and regulations. Placing examples of creative destructive legal conflict side by side, irrespective of doctrinal boundaries, helps reveal different legal strategies for different situations. As described in Part IV, a unified, comprehensive, and interdisciplinary understanding of creative destructive legal conflict would inform the necessary skill set of disruption framers.

E. Netflix

Creative destructive legal conflict also arises when the innovative challenger uses the courts offensively. In the previous examples of Tesla and Uber, the status-quo market leader was suing an innovative competitor to defend its perch. But Netflix’s claims against Blockbuster illustrate the opposite situation.\(^{236}\)

Netflix created an innovative business model that destroyed Blockbuster.\(^{237}\) Netflix relied on new technologies (namely, the Internet and video streaming) to threaten the status-quo market leader (Blockbuster), which struggled to adapt to new technologies while being saddled with expensive brick-and-mortar locations around the world.\(^{238}\)


\(^{238}\) Peers, *supra* note 237.
From a business perspective, it was vintage creative destruction. Netflix relied on a disruptive innovation to create a new business model and a new market while simultaneously undermining Blockbuster’s business model and existing market.

1. Creative Destructive Analysis of Netflix

But the legal conflict it engendered shows a different wrinkle than the previous examples. Instead of Blockbuster suing Netflix to prevent Netflix’s assault on Blockbuster’s market-leading position, Netflix went on the offensive and alleged that Blockbuster was in violation of Netflix’s intellectual property rights. On the same day Netflix was issued a patent on its Internet business model, it sued Blockbuster for patent infringement. Specifically, Netflix alleged patent violations related primarily to its online queue where customers maintain a prioritized list of movies and its rental-via-mail system that eliminated late fees for customers.

Contrary to standard transactional legal advice on how to avoid the courtroom, the Netflix example demonstrates another tool (proactive litigation) for the disruption framer’s toolbox in representing creative destructive entrepreneurs. Similar examples of disruptive innovators (distinguished from patent trolls) who use litigation against market leaders should be organized around the central theme of creative destruction, regardless of legal discipline. As Part IV describes, constructing a full panorama of creative destructive legal conflict should yield a cohesive strategic roadmap for disruption framers to use in advising entrepreneurs.

F. Napster

The innovative entrepreneur is not always victorious in creative destructive legal conflict. Napster is a well-known example of an innovative business model that courts quashed after industry leaders objected. Napster allowed individuals to upload music to the Internet

---
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and share it with others, a practice known as peer-to-peer file sharing.\textsuperscript{243} But the music industry successfully argued that Napster’s business model violated copyright law.\textsuperscript{244} Even more recently, another upstart entrepreneurial effort, Aereo TV, was also shut down due to copyright violations for using miniature antennas to transmit TV programs over the Internet.\textsuperscript{245} And, with the rise of three-dimensional (3D) printing, similar legal conflicts may soon arise in patent law too.\textsuperscript{246}

1. Creative Destructive Analysis of Napster

There is thus a category of creative destructive legal conflict where law denies some innovative business models. Disruption framers would benefit from systematic analysis of examples throughout history where potentially creative destructive businesses were shuttered for legal violations. The examples should be categorized and gathered together under one jurisprudential umbrella. Though studying the examples within established legal disciplines is undoubtedly useful for deepening an understanding of respective legal disciplines, from the perspective of a disruption framer who counsels entrepreneurs, the unifying theme of the cases is creative destruction, independent of legal disciplines.

Furthermore, in some cases, the creative destructive business model that initially loses in litigation nonetheless spawns a creative destructive movement that ultimately upends an industry. Though the initial groundbreaking entrepreneur may lose (as in Napster’s case, or the crowdfunding examples), the subsequent movement could ultimately

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{244} A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F. 3d 1004 (2001); Mark Lemley & R. Anthony Reese, \textit{Reducing Digital Copyright Infringement Without Restricting Innovation}, 56 STAN. L. REV. 1345, 1356-65 (2004). For a subsequent Supreme Court case also involving copyright infringement claims in peer-to-peer file sharing, see MGM Studios Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913 (2005) (establishing that peer to peer file sharing services could be sued for copyright infringement of third parties using that service).
\item \textsuperscript{246} See Deven R. Desai & Gerard N. Magliocca, \textit{Patents, Meet Napster: 3D Printing and the Digitization of Things}, 102 GEO. L.J. 1691, 1695-719 (2014) (analyzing the intellectual property implications, especially for patent law, which arise as 3D printers make it increasingly inexpensive to create and copy physical objects, just as the Internet, via Napster, allowed consumers to easily copy and distribute digitized media).
\end{itemize}
produce a new regulatory approach or a new technological solution that sidesteps the problems that derailed the groundbreaking entrepreneur. Napster may be one such example, as the sharing of digital music continues to grow while the music industry remains in flux as it struggles to adapt to the digital environment that Napster exploited. Additionally, in crowdfunding, new laws have already been passed to facilitate what was once an illegal business model. Analyzing the examples as a unified body should help disruption framers advise entrepreneurs on how to pivot from an initial creative destructive business model that loses in court towards another that can succeed.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Without a systematic approach to creative destructive legal conflict, the seemingly disparate examples sketched above, and countless others like them, will remain isolated within their respective doctrinal areas. But they are not disparate examples; the common thread that unites them is creative destruction. And the existence of numerous examples dispersed throughout history shows the need for a comprehensive and systematic theoretical model of creative destructive legal conflict. If the essence of entrepreneurship is creative destruction, then, independent of disciplinary boundaries, legal analysis of entrepreneurship should focus on the legal conflict that accompanies creative destruction.

Furthermore, the role of lawyers in creative destructive legal conflict is that of disruption framers. Law and entrepreneurship is too often limited within the confines of transaction-based theories, which are incomplete because they neglect the comprehensive legal strategy that disruption framers design for creative destructive legal conflict. Accordingly, could law and entrepreneurship reimagine the lawyer’s role? Could disruption framers be viewed in the business world as visionaries who help society confront the challenges of creative destruction?

Approaching law and entrepreneurship from the perspective of creative destructive legal conflict gives rise to two primary recommendations. The first involves delineating creative destructive legal conflict both inside and outside the courtroom. The second relates to the legal strategies of disruption framers.

A. Jurisprudence of Creative Destruction

For the field of law and entrepreneurship to mature, it must develop theoretical constructs for analyzing creative destructive legal conflict inside and outside of court—the law of entrepreneurship. Otherwise, law and
entrepreneurship will fail to grow beyond a merely transactional account of business lawyers serving entrepreneurs. It will also struggle to be more than a hodge-podge of analyses of seemingly random intersections that entrepreneurs experience with laws of diverse legal disciplines.

Developing and explaining jurisprudential models of creative destructive legal conflict is a large-scale undertaking. Future scholarship should rise above disciplinary lines to use creative destruction as an organizing principle of jurisprudence. This approach should lead to an interdisciplinary jurisprudential category—creative destructive legal conflict—and should yield several benefits.

For instance, a stand-alone category of creative destructive legal conflict can facilitate empirical analysis of cases unified through a common economic principle, irrespective of traditional legal disciplinary areas. Commonalities in legal strategy can be recognized among entrepreneurial firms whose business models prevailed in creative destructive litigation. And, importantly, lessons from those that failed can be gathered and studied systematically.

Furthermore, creative destructive legal conflict can be compared and contrasted along numerous different metrics. The metrics could follow legal criteria (such as state court versus federal court, regulatory battles versus congressional advocacy, statutory law versus common law, civil law versus common law (extending the adaptability hypothesis), contract rights versus property rights, formal/licensed market participants versus informal/unlicensed actors) or doctrinal distinctions (such as intellectual property law versus securities law). The metrics could also track non-legal criteria (such as creative destructive legal conflict involving entrepreneurial firms headed by women versus those headed by men, or those led by one racial group versus those led by another). Additionally, the metrics could break down by business category (such as telecommunications versus construction), or be examined by characteristics of the entrepreneurial firm (such as new start-ups—e.g., those with less than one or two years of operational history—versus more established entrepreneurial firms, or creative destructive legal conflict among public versus private companies). Furthermore, venture-backed firms involved in creative destructive legal conflict could be compared with non-venture-backed firms that experience creative destructive legal conflict.

In short, there remains a significant and largely untapped data source of case law in the area of entrepreneurship where law has perhaps its most profound impact: creative destructive legal conflict that entrepreneurial

247. See supra Part I; Smith & Ueda, supra note 60, at 364 (discussing how courts influence the relationship between law and entrepreneurship).
businesses encounter. Law and entrepreneurship scholars should construct a more robust jurisprudential theory and develop paradigms that guide entrepreneurs, judges, and legislators towards optimal solutions in particular creative destructive situations. Systematic analysis of creative destructive legal conflict should also benefit disruption framers in devising strategies for advising entrepreneurs who embark on a creative destructive path.

B. Disruption Framers

As an integral part of an entrepreneurial firm’s leadership team, disruption framers strategize with entrepreneurs on how to successfully navigate the legal minefield that creative destructive businesses often encounter. Disruption framers conceptualize societal change whose impetus is innovative business ideas. Like storytellers, disruption framers mold a legal narrative around ground-breaking ideas. In a business plan, entrepreneurs craft a narrative to explain how the company will disrupt existing markets or create new markets; disruption framers in turn craft a narrative to explain how the company will coexist with current laws or seek to create new legal frameworks around a novel business idea.

And framing arguments can be especially effective in the context of creative destructive legal conflict. Disputes over technological advances


249. See Steven H. Hobbs, Entrepreneurship and Law: Accessing the Power of the Creative Impulse, 4 ENTREPRENEURIAL BUS. L.J. 1, 15 (2009) (observing that “lawyers have always been known as great storytellers,” and advocating that lawyers use storytelling skills to serve entrepreneur clients). See also David Daokui Li, Junxin Feng & Hongping Jiang, Institutional Entrepreneurs, 96 AM. ECON. REV. 358, 358-62 (2006) (recognizing “skills beyond those of a traditional entrepreneur, such as dealing with government officials and public opinion” that entrepreneurs must develop, but without considering the lawyer’s role in advising entrepreneurs).

often involve particularly “ambiguous terminology and uncertain social policy” precisely because they arise from new, innovative, and previously-undefined subjects with little direct historical precedent. As a result, judges have significant interpretive flexibility and may rely implicitly on equitable judgments, which can be influenced through framing arguments that draw connections between known scenarios from the past and new situations. Creating effective frames for interpreting novel legal questions in creative destructive legal conflict, then, is a valuable skill set for disruption framers to develop.

1. Law, Strategy, and Competitive Advantage

Consequently, the disruption framer paradigm goes well beyond transaction cost engineering. It builds most directly from frameworks that combine law, strategy, and competitive advantage, as described in Part I.D. And disruption framers fit within law and strategy scholars’ highest levels of integration between legal and business functions.

For instance, in Tesla’s case, under Bird’s framework, the company could have chosen an avoidance path by conforming to existing dealership regulations. Instead, driven by the company’s disruptive innovations, Tesla’s business and legal strategy transforms the company itself and, in the process, the auto industry, too. Tesla’s direct sales model reinforces a unique and close connection to its customers that differentiates Tesla from all other car manufacturers. And other car manufacturers cannot imitate Tesla’s approach because they have helped enshrine the dealership model in state law, thereby painting themselves into a corner that legally requires them to sell their cars through independent dealers. Tesla, therefore,

251. Riley, supra note 250, at 539. See also Donald Labriola, Dissonant Paradigms and Unintended Consequences: Can (and Should) the Law Save Us from Technology?, 16 RICH. J.L. & TECH. 1, 15-60 (2009) (discussing cognitive dissonance in the context of legal conflict related to technological change).
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derives a competitive advantage against other car manufacturers because its legal strategy allows Tesla to be treated differently under the law than all of its competitors. And Tesla exploits its unique legal treatment to create a closer, almost cult-like relationship with its customers, thus demonstrating the integration of sales and marketing strategy with legal strategy.

Of course, Tesla’s unique legal treatment does result in legal conflict, which can be costly. But Tesla’s strategy transforms even its legal conflict into a competitive advantage. Tesla has a well-developed social media and publicity strategy that frames Tesla’s legal conflict in favorable terms. Tesla promotes the straightforward, commonsense message that it simply seeks the freedom to sell its products directly to consumers without the intrusion and added cost of middlemen. Car dealerships, in contrast, are made to appear antiquated, opposed to progress, and insulated from competition after years of campaign contributions to state legislators produced what Tesla frames as protectionist laws. Tesla’s law and policy strategy thus further complements its business strategy by uniting Tesla supporters behind a common goal and against a common enemy, reinforcing customer loyalty.

In Uber’s case, Siedel’s framework illuminates how the company’s legal strategy reframes legal obstacles as business opportunities. Instead of viewing restrictive and prohibitive taxi regulations as a barrier to entry for the Uber app, Uber has aggressively set up shop in hundreds of markets worldwide. Uber could have shied away from legal conflict, knowing that its business model and the sharing economy was at best unregulated due its novelty, or at worst in stark violation of existing laws. But Uber’s strategy instead reframes legal obstacles as opportunities to establish the Uber brand and generate positive publicity as Uber battles taxi companies that are well-connected in local politics and have historically enjoyed government protection from competition through legally mandated taxi medallions. Through its disruptive innovation, therefore, Uber reframes legal obstacles into a business opportunity by advocating for changes in laws to accommodate new technologies.

In addition, Bagley’s paradigm of legal astuteness is a helpful lens for analyzing law and strategy in the other four examples highlighted in Part III. Google demonstrated a high level of legal astuteness in obtaining favorable regulation for self-driving cars, prior to any legal conflict, through targeted lobbying in only a few states. Netflix also demonstrated a high level of legal astuteness in its creative destructive legal conflict with
Blockbuster because Netflix prepared its preemptive patent strategy in advance and waited patiently to execute it. In contrast, the initial attempts at equity crowdfunding exemplified a low level of legal astuteness because lack of knowledge or disregard of securities laws caused pioneering equity crowdfunding sites to be shut down. More astute legal advice intertwined with business strategy could have saved both crowdfunding sites if legal strategy had been implemented proactively before the websites violated securities laws. Similarly, Napster and Aereo were both forced to shut down their innovative business models due to violations of copyright law, betraying, in the court’s final analysis, failed legal astuteness.

2. Interdisciplinary Skills

Understanding law and entrepreneurship through a strategic lens as more than a transactional discipline—and embracing the lawyer’s role as that of disruption framer instead of transaction cost engineer—has implications for doctrinal legal education, cross-disciplinary education in business fields, and clinical legal education. Doctrinally, jurisprudence and advocacy coursework should incorporate creative destructive legal conflict. Typically, legal education for students interested in representing entrepreneurs has involved transactional law courses. But this is a lawyer-centric approach. An entrepreneur-centric paradigm would take the focus away from transactional work alone and encompass a broader range of skills that a disruption framer would use to counsel entrepreneurs through creative destructive legal conflict.

At least in the context of entrepreneurship, it is a false and lawyer-centric dichotomy to separate transactional and litigation work too rigidly. Transactional attorneys are bent on avoiding litigation, but disruption framers sometimes must embrace litigation and integrate it as part of a creative destructive legal strategy, as Part III highlighted. The advice of disruption framers may include transactional and regulatory guidance, of course, but it also captures lobbying, public relations, social media, and litigation strategy (in addition to cross-disciplinary business skills described below). A disruption framer paradigm enhances transactional and strategic advice because disruption framers, guided by an awareness of creative destructive jurisprudence, counsel entrepreneurs with an eye towards litigation planning, not necessarily towards litigation avoidance. Disruption framers embrace the idea that legal conflict is more than a possibility; it may be welcomed or intended as part of a creative destructive legal strategy.

Cross-disciplinary training is particularly vital for disruption framers. But where the transaction cost engineer framework calls for cross-
disciplinary training in finance and accounting, a disruption framer paradigm encourages a wider set of cross-disciplinary skills. For instance, disruption framers should be versed in entrepreneurship, strategic management and public relations, marketing and social media, economics and political science, as well as traditional legal skills in advocacy, litigation, and business transactions.

Accordingly, business schools should incorporate the view of lawyers as disruption framers into business coursework on law, entrepreneurship, and strategic management. Unfortunately, under a transactional model, business people sometimes begrudge lawyers as unavoidable transaction costs (e.g., a perfunctory $200,000 legal bill to close a transaction), or in the best case, appreciate them as efficient reducers of transaction costs (e.g., a worthy $200,000 legal bill that helped avoid millions of dollars in other costs and liabilities). But when lawyers are viewed as more than transactional advisors and become integral members of a company’s strategic management team, then legal strategy can become an enduring competitive advantage and positively impact a firm’s bottom line.

For lawyers to become strategic partners in the context of creative destructive entrepreneurship, lawyers must be deployed as disruption framers who craft proactive strategies for the legal conflict that disruptive innovation so often entails. One of the most important competitive advantages for creative destructive entrepreneurs to develop is the firm’s disruptive innovation. Entrepreneurs, therefore, should look to lawyers as disruption framers who help fashion an overarching legal strategy for disruptive innovations instead of viewing lawyers in the more generic roles of transactional advisors or litigation advocates. Creative destructive entrepreneurship is unique and demands its own breed of lawyer—one with cross-disciplinary skills that are usually outside the standard toolbox of transactional and litigation attorneys alike.

In law school clinics, the transaction-based paradigm is so ingrained that entrepreneurship law clinics typically disclaim litigation services from the outset. A disruption framer paradigm, though, can help open
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entrepreneurship law clinics to a broader range of services, including, for example, general civil litigation, lobbying, and policy advocacy on behalf of entrepreneurs. In some cases, creative destructive legal conflict may only arise after entrepreneurs reach a certain level of commercial success, thus disqualifying those entrepreneurs from receiving services from need-based clinical programs (though not necessarily from clinics that focus on student-led entrepreneurship). Nonetheless, an increased awareness that entrepreneurs benefit from litigation (and other non-transactional) assistance could help reduce the lawyer-centric silos that typically separate transactional advice from litigation advocacy.

For example, some recent clinical efforts strive to help small businesses that face patent litigation. In addition, helping entrepreneurs through litigation can also complement the social justice mission that clinics often pursue. For instance, one clinic in New York pursues both litigation and transactional matters in providing “civil legal services to grassroots community organizing groups that engage in a variety of community development, economic justice and social justice efforts.” And a transactional clinic serving entrepreneurs in Chicago is affiliated with a sponsoring organization that pursues litigation “to enhance entrepreneurial opportunities and to strike down arbitrary and unconstitutional laws that stifle honest enterprise” in an effort to aid entrepreneurs and small businesses. Entrepreneurs often need more than just transactional legal assistance, especially in the context of creative destructive legal conflict, so clinical programs that recognize and serve entrepreneurs’ diverse legal needs can take a valuable step towards helping students become future disruption framers.
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In sum, disruption framers specialize in overarching issues and develop legal strategy for entrepreneurs in a creative destructive context. A systematic and unified jurisprudence of creative destruction would equip disruption framers with a historical roadmap to counsel entrepreneurs more effectively. It would guide disruption framers down recognized pathways to success, and missteps would be easier to avoid by referencing an organized and comprehensive corpus of how creative destructive legal strategies have failed in the past.

CONCLUSION

Law and entrepreneurship will struggle for a jurisprudential identity to the extent it remains tethered to a transaction-based account of entrepreneurship or surrenders analysis of creative destructive legal conflict to disparate legal disciplines. All creative destructive legal conflict should be consolidated as one unified body—the law of entrepreneurship—which will in turn guide disruption framers’ strategic counsel to entrepreneurs who transform business and even society through disruptive innovations. Systematic study of creative destructive legal conflict would identify norms and help delineate paths of successful and unsuccessful entrepreneurial efforts throughout history. The organizing principle of the law of entrepreneurship should be the legal conflict that arises in the defining crucible of entrepreneurship: creative destruction.